Rubric for Mining Case Study Report
Categories
Reasoning

Level 1

Level 2

-

complexity of
ideas

-

expresses only a
few simple ideas

-

-

connecting ideas
to the topic

-

connects few
ideas to the topic

-

-

number and
relevance of
supporting
details

-

includes few
details and some
ideas are
irrelevant

purpose (voice
opinion about
mine)
voice of
townsperson

-

-

-

word use and
vocabulary

-

-

sentence variety

-

Level 3

expresses a
variety of simple
ideas
connects some
ideas to the topic

-

-

includes some
details and some
ideas that are
relevant

purpose is
unclear

-

no evidence of
townsperson
voice
ineffective
vocabulary

-

Level 4

expresses many
well-developed
ideas
connects many
ideas to the topic

-

-

includes details
that are relevant

-

purpose is
somewhat clear

-

purpose is clear
and effective

little use of
townsperson
voice
some effective
vocabulary

-

voice of
townsperson is
clear
most vocabulary is
effective

- purpose is clear,
effective, and
engaging
- effective voice of
townsperson is used
- almost all words are
effective

-

some sentence
variety

-

variety of
sentences used

- variety of effective
sentences

intro, body, and
conclusion are
organized to
develop a central
idea
well- developed
paragraphs

- intro, body, and
conclusion are clear
and effective

-

-

expresses very
well-developed,
original ideas
connects most
ideas to the topic
meaningfully
includes details
that are relevant
and convincing

Communication
-

-

little sentence
variety

-

-

Organization
-

overall structure
(introduction,
body,
conclusion)

- no clear structure

-

some evidence
of an intro, body
and conclusion

-

-

paragraph
structure

- little paragraph
division

-

simple
paragraphs

-

- well-developed
paragraphs that are
closely linked

Conventions
-

-

grammar,
spelling,
punctuation
visual
presentation
(margins,
spacing, font etc)

Marking Scheme:

- several major
errors/omissions

- several minor
errors/omissions

-

only a few minor
errors/omissions

- practically no
errors/omissions

- visual presentation
is not clear

- visual
presentation is
not always clear

-

visual presentation
is clear

- visual presentation is
clear and enhances
the content

Reasoning
/10
Communication
/10
Organization
/5
Conventions
/5
_____________________
Total
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/30

